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Thanks to several findings regarding its nutritional properties and culinary value, argan oil recently emerged from anonymity and is now considered one of the most expensive edible oils worldwide. Even more spectacular is the expanding interest in the argan oil during the last two decades for cosmetic applications. Pure argan oil and argan oil extracts are now the subject of numerous cosmetic patents in the US and in Europe. Argan oil is extracted from seeds of Argania spinosa (Skeels), the only species of the tropical family Sapotaceae which occurs in North Africa. Whatever the method employed for oil extraction, traditional or semi-industrialized, the argan ‘kernel’ is always processed as a whole. However, our preliminary observations of the argan seed structure revealed that it is made of two distinct tissues, with contrasted cellular characteristics, as observed through histological analyses. Unexpectedly, we did not find any study in the literature which mentions this feature. While the inner tissue likely corresponds to the embryo, the outer tissue might be the endosperm (triploid tissue), as in coffee, castor bean or oil palm seeds, or the perisperm (diploid tissue) as in the sugar beet seed. Because the two tissues of the argan seed are of apparent equal contribution to the seed mass, the separate determination of their lipid composition is of crucial importance to understand their respective contribution to the argan seed oil content and to argan oil characteristics. To establish the basis for further studies on lipid metabolism in argan, the ploidy level of the two tissues of the argan seed was analyzed using flow cytometry, and their respective size, mass, oil content, fatty acid, sterol and tocopherol composition, were investigated using a factorial experimental design that included two locations in Algeria and four years of study.
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